
Proposal - Securing Service Instance Credentials 

Problem Statement 

 
Security Officers and Cloud Foundry / Service Operators want to meet security best practices 
and their internal policies with respect to the creation, storage, and delivery of credentials to 
applications for use in accessing services while minimizing effects on developer productivity.  
 
The current model by which a Service’s credentials are delivered to an application can be 
depicted as follows: 
 

 
 
The primary problem to solve is that organizations cannot satisfy the principle of least privilege 
and separation of duties such that credentials for services are exposed only to: 

1. The creating entity (a Cloud Foundry compatible Service and its operators) 
2. An entity responsible only for credential storage (such as CredHub and its operators) 
3. The consuming entity (the Container/App and its operators) 

 
Because Cloud Controller is used by a variety of actors for a variety of purposes, organizations 
cannot restrict access to credentials within Cloud Controller from users who otherwise require 
rights to Cloud Controller. 

 



For example, Developers or other Cloud Controller clients (such as deployment pipelines) with 
authority to bind access to a service for a given application cannot be prevented from easily and 
perhaps inadvertently viewing credentials intended for use only by that application.  
 
While there are other theoretical means by which both an administrator and developer can 
access the container in order to obtain their application’s credentials, restricting the ability to 
easily view those credentials in Cloud Controller and limiting access to credentials within 
containers is desirable. 
 
Another problem is that presently, mutual authentication between both the creating entity (a 
Service) and the storing entity (Cloud Controller) as well as the storing entity and the consuming 
entity (The Application’s application instances) is not currently assured. 
 
Lastly, the entity responsible for storing credentials is not backed by a Hardware Security 
Module (HSM) when service bindings are written to CCDB. An HSM can be used in a 
high-security environment to store the encryption keys used to secure end-user data in a 
manner by which the encryption keys cannot be extracted. Using an HSM also provides the 
option to restrict clients’ ability to perform encryption operations using said keys based on 
network controls and unique client credentials. 
 
Note that Service Instance credentials are currently stored in an application’s environment 
variables.  Developers often need to and/or inadvertently write environment variables to logs. 
This can result in Service Instance credentials ending up in log files, which tend to have less 
access control around them than application environments.  Ideally, credentials are not stored in 
environment variables.  However, most users are willing to trade off on this security risk in 
exchange for the productivity benefits they enjoy when credentials are available in environment 
variables.  Therefore, it is important to point out that this proposal intends to solve the above 
problems while preserving availability of credentials in an application's VCAP_SERVICES 
environment variable. 
 
The above represents the key problems this proposal intends to solve for. 
 

 
 

Solution Proposal 
 
The following proposal details a workflow and separation of responsibilities in which  
Service credentials can be stored in CredHub rather than the Cloud Controller component of 
Cloud Foundry.  This workflow can be visualized as follows: 
 



 
 
In this scenario, CredHub is deployed alongside pre-existing CF-Deployment releases. 
 
Supporting Services will write the contents of the Service Instance credentials hash to 
CredHub’s existing API when it receives a bind-request from the Cloud Controller component.  
 
Mutual authentication between the Service and the storing entity will be assured through the use 
of mutual TLS between Service Brokers and CredHub. 
 
Organizations can secure and audit credential-related events in CredHub via Credhub’s existing 
support for HSMs and CredHub’s existing logging capabilities. 
 
Upon storing the credential in CredHub, the Service will return a reference to these credentials 
in the bind-response body. 
 
Example:  

 
Without CredHub integration, a response from a bind request to a service broker would look like 
this:  

 
{ 

  "credentials": { 
    "access_token_uri": 
"https://p-example-services.cf.example.com/oauth/token", 

    "client_id": "p-example-server-876cd13b-1564-4a9a-9d44-c7c8a6257b73", 

https://credhub-api.cfapps.io/#type-json20


    "client_secret": "rU7dMUw6bQjR", 
    "uri": 
"https://config-86b38ce0-eed8-4c01-adb4-1a651a6178e2.apps.example.com" 

    } 
} 

 
where the values of the  ̀client_id  ̀ and `client_secret  ̀ fields are randomly 
generated by the service broker. 
 
With CredHub integration enabled, a response from a bind request to the service broker 
would look like this: 
 
{ 

  "credentials": { 
    "credhub-ref": 
"((/c/p-example-services/p-example-server/86b38ce0-eed8-4c01-adb4-1a651a6178e2/

credentials-json))" 

  } 
} 

  
 
In order to preserve the use of credentials in environment variables, Cloud Foundry will be 
capable of directing the application’s container to resolve CredHub references in the 
VCAP_SERVICES service-binding payload when present. This capability will be provided 
through a combination of new functionality in the following components: 

1. Cloud Controller: Configure the container’s launcher to retrieve credentials from 
CredHub 

2. App Lifecycles (Buildpack/Docker/Windows): Enable the launchers to request CredHub 
in order to interpolate the VCAP_SERVICES content when appropriate, authorized via 
the app container's instance-identity credentials 

3. Garden-Windows: Enable Windows 2012R2 app containers to have instance-identity 
credentials on par with Linux and Windows 2016 containers 

 
This flow will support applications running on Linux cells and applications running on Windows 
Server 2012R2 cells. 
 
Application containers on Windows 2012R2 view their files as contained in a user-specific 
directory, of the form "C:\containerizer\<container-id>\user", which is available in the 
environment as the %USERPROFILE% parameter. The CF_INSTANCE_CERT and 
CF_INSTANCE_KEY environment variables will be set to "/etc/cf-credentials/instance.crt" and 
"/etc/cf-credentials/instance.key", as they are on Linux today, but these paths will be 
conventionally interpreted as being relative to %USERPROFILE%. The Windows2012-compiled 
launcher will understand this convention and will join these paths to this container-specific root 
path to form the full path to locate the credentials. 
 



In order to ensure that Applications’ containers can reach CredHub, a new system-wide ASG 
will need to be applied in CC, permitting applications to reach the CredHub API on its port 
(Default: 8844). 
 
 
 

Service Keys 

Service key workflow look similar to a bind request workflow from the perspective of CAPI and 
Service interaction and can be depicted as follows: 
 

 
 
Services will be modified to also write credentials for Service Key bind requests to CredHub. 
When writing these credentials to CredHub, Cloud Controller’s UAA token will be annotated as 
the actor authorized to read these credentials. 
 
Services will include the same CredHub reference in bind-responses for Service Key requests to 
the Cloud Controller. 
 
Cloud Controller will subsequently use OAuth via UAA to fetch these credentials from CredHub 
on behalf of the authorized CF user who wishes to view a Service Key’s credentials.  This 
workflow can be depicted as follows: 



 
 

Regarding backward compatibility and preserving existing functionality 

 
Cloud Controller will continue to accept credentials in the body of the bind-response for any 
Services not making use of CredHub and VCAP_SERVICES. 
 
The app-lifecycle launchers will be updated to accept an optional 4th positional argument that 
opts it into calling CredHub for interpolation of the VCAP_SERVICES contents when references 
are present. The existing launchers will all currently ignore this extra argument, so that if Cloud 
Controller is broad in supplying this additional argument before Diego is fully updated to a 
compatible version no applications should fail as a result. 
 
Applications will continue to have access to Service Instance bindings created prior to 
upgrading CF and the relevant Service versions and credentials for these bindings will continue 
to be stored in the Cloud Controller database and passed into the application’s environment 
variables until they are deleted. 
 
Developers will continue to have access to existing Service Keys created prior to upgrading CF 
and the relevant Service versions and credentials for these keys will continue to be stored in the 
Cloud Controller database until they are deleted. 
 

Anti-Goals 

 
It is not currently a goal to improve on how credentials for Service Instance bindings are 
rotated.  New bindings will continue to be required. 



 
It is not currently a goal to ensure this method can be used by a Service Broker serving two 
or more Cloud Foundry instances at once. 
 

 
 

Risks and Unknowns 

 
- Garden-Windows may not be able to implement a solution that alleviates the need to 

write credentials to disk in the container.  
- If this happens, we are comfortable with the security ramifications of the 

alternative solution. 
 

- Although this workflow does not violate the Open Services API spec, there is potential 
benefit in extending the spec to more formally convey how credential pointers should be 
passed in the bind request / bind response such that systems beyond Cloud Foundry 
could more easily make use of this pattern. 

 
- There is a risk that implementation of this solution negatively affects App availability 

given successful calls to CredHub will become a core requirement for successful startup. 
I.E. CredHub will have the same availability requirements as Diego and CAPI.  We 
believe CredHub has mirrored existing capabilities in these components to mitigate the 
risk that we are lowering overall availability and will continue to look for opportunities to 
address additionally discovered gaps.  We will also test this solution under load. 

 
- Some Services return the same credentials in every bind response.  This model implies 

Services should return unique credentials per bind response. 
 

- How will the launcher communicate with Credhub?  There are multiple concerns here.  
- Assuming credhub is available over the internal system network via Consul, how 

does that address get resolved from inside the container?  Or should we assume 
traffic is going out of the internal network and back in through a load balancer? 

- Assuming credhub is available over the internal system network, how does the 
container get network access?  The default is deny all and the allow rules are 
specified by ASG.  Should operators specify a global ASG to all apps? Should 
operators specify a magic range in the diego manifest? How do they find the IP 
range for BOSH deployed credhub?  


